
Liner Notes for “Savagery & Sophistication” CD

[1]

Missy Mazzoli's Isabelle Eberhardt Dreams of Pianos (for amplified piano and 
soundtrack)  re-imagines the true story of the 27-year-old Eberhardt riding alone through 
a North African desert just before her death by flash flood, recalling fleeting bits of 
imagery from the comfortable, aristocratic life she had voluntarily left behind.

The tape track opens the piece, letting the piano part slowly surface while surrounding it 
with swirling eddies of piano echo, but whether these are bits of wreckage or the inchoate
anticipations of a life is not yet clear.  The piano's melodic line weaves through strata of 
chords layered above and below it, while the electronic swoon surrounds, amplifies, and 
frays the melodic tether.

The pulsing chords gradually overtake the line while the electronics swell, the entire 
texture accelerating to a frenzied, exuberant pitch.  As the chords subside and the 
confused melodic line is able to pull itself out from the pulsing, a relic from an older time
intervenes.  A gorgeous fragment from a Schubert waltz – majestic and mournful – 
fleetingly coheres out of the flotsam like a gold-gilt antechamber submerged beneath the 
waves of the present.  Bold, directionless chords oversaturate the texture, and the 
heightened electronic swells culminate in a final submersion.

[2]

Of The Wanton Brutality of a Tender Touch (2006), Annie Gosfield writes, “The title was
inspired by a recent televised brawl: one baseball player wrapped his arm around another 
player’s waist, and drew him in close in order to deliver a wicked roundhouse punch.  In 
one graceful series of movements, what looked like a fleeting moment of tenderness 
became an unbridled expression of fury.  I was intrigued by the idea of creating a piece 
that borders on brutal, yet can be delivered with flawless precision and accuracy.”

While arising from Annie Gosfield's baseball inspiration, the piece itself has a bit of a 
gumshoe detective sound.  Savage, insistent chord clusters alternate with jazzy swinging 
licks and driving rhythms, moving forward with a modular and relentless feel, suffused 
with dark style.  These “hard-boiled” elements are in tension with mysterious tender 
melodies made out of melodic octaves and tentative delicate commentaries.  The score-
marking “Tenderly, but with strength” defines the character of these recessed episodes, 
and each appearance of a tender phrase is punctuated by interruptions of insistent chord 
clusters, which manage to take over completely by the end of the phrase.  As the piece 
develops, Annie overlays and obscures the “tender” theme with the rising jazzy licks for 
a flamboyant rhythmic romp.  “Fearlessly” is the ending prompt, and the piece concludes 
with a series of obstinate crashes.



[3]

Cindy Cox's Hierosgamos: Studies in Harmony and Resonance (2003) is an ecstatic 
exploration, over the course of seven etudes, of the marriage of seeming opposites 
created from the same originating material.  It also explores the piano itself as an 
instrument of opposites, always struggling to sustain sound against decay, while existing 
as a percussion instrument made of striking hammers.  The three etudes selected for this 
recording are the structural center of the larger set of seven.  

The opening etude of the set (III. Sonorous) is formed by a slowly moving series of 
chorale-like chords that form their own “gemstone” language.  Each chord is made of 
seven “gems” (individual notes) fused together into a larger stone.  Each chord of the 
language only appears in that exact frozen configuration, and functions in a singular, 
specific way within its own defined tonality, like a particular part of speech.  In the 
middle section, the gemstones liquify and we hear a rapidly cascading, molten version of 
the gemstones, which maintain their top melodic line throughout.  The molecular motion 
slows down again, and the gemstones re-set.  Their intervallic structures pass through 
different keys before a deceptive ending that leads with its question mark directly into the
next movement.

[4]

The middle etude (IV. Meditative, Still) is the center post for the entire Hierosgamos set 
as well as for this smaller selection of three etudes.  It starts in the very center of the 
piano, on a repeating E, and the overtone series from the middle of the piano moving 
outward in both directions provides the pitch material.  The steady, even eighth notes of 
single played, “stopped,” or overtone pitches form a grid upon which a melody begins to 
evolve.  The listener witnesses its evolution in real time, note by note, until it completes 
itself, becoming fully-revealed.  At the point when the melody arrives in its full form, the 
listener experiences a level of essential familiarity larger and more profound than can be 
explained by having just heard its slow development.  It arrives in its entirety as a kind of
ancient, essential melody, a recollection from the spiritus mundi, the shared memory of 
living beings over centuries of life, and that revelation and recognition catches the 
listener by surprise.  The ending of the movement releases a series of cadenzas that linger
briefly in overtones before either the melody returns or the piece dissolves back into the 
air with stopped bass Es and a ghostly harmonic.

[5]

The third etude in this group (V. Playful, but driven) is a motoric set of forcefully 
driving, angular lines, tightly layered on top of one another.  Taking the steady rhythmic 
grid of the “Meditative” etude and the liquified cascading melodic line of the middle 
section of the “Sonorous” etude, the “Playful, but driven” etude fuses these same 
elements into a powerful, percussive escapade. 



[6]

In Interaction (2001), two entities alien to one another – purely electronic sound and the 
acoustic piano – attempt to converse.  The categories of electronic and piano sounds vary 
through the piece in a kind of through-composed landscape ever rolling forward to the 
next attempt at communication between this odd pairing.  Sometimes glimpses of a 
conversation take shape, as one part attempts to approximate the other's sound, echoes a 
rhythmic gesture the other has introduced, or otherwise shifts its emphasis back and forth 
in imitative call and response.  More often than not, the moments of seeming 
conversation are striking because of the wide swaths of parallel speaking that don't  seem 
to  break through to the other party.
  
The piece opens with electronic pitches drawn out like thin strands of molten glass.  The 
electric pitch-lines and rumbling swells of static-y sound overlap, dissolving into each 
other or sustaining above or underneath, weaving a pulsing texture.  When the piano 
finally enters the texture at :43 (just after the long harmonic glissando in the electronics), 
it makes its entrance with stopped bass strings rather than a traditional piano sound.  A 
cymbal sound in the electronics (another key vocabulary element) heralds the first 
traditionally played piano sound shortly afterward.  Action and reaction approximate a 
hint of conversation.  

Other vocabulary elements of the electronic part as the piece progresses include 
chattering insect sounds, wind chimes tinkling, an engine hum sound, percussive bongo-
like and xylophone-like sounds, thin lines of electronic sounds fattening to a buzz, static-
y sound-fields with crisp subsets of rhythmic sounds within them, chirping electronics, 
and more.  The piano's speaking style modulates along with the shifts in electronic 
syntax, sometimes featuring quick phrases of note-whips, sometimes temporarily sticking
to single repeated notes, and at the high point of the piece, entering a crazed toccata-like 
section while the electronics raise themselves to a sustained screeching.  Near the end of 
the piece, Mei-Fang Lin introduces the sound of flapping wings into the electronics, an 
almost living element, though more insect than bird.  

[7]

The paired Joan Tower pieces Vast Antique Cubes and Throbbing Still also constitute the 
final two movements of a longer four-movement work, No Longer Very Clear, to be 
heard in relationship with John Ashbery’s poem “No Longer Very Clear” (though 
Tower's titles for these movements come after their composition).  In the poem, Ashbery 
writes, “It is true that I can no longer remember very well / the time when we first began 
to know each other. / However, I do remember very well / the first time we met. You 
walked in sunlight, / holding a daisy. You said, ‘Children make unreliable witnesses.’ // 
Now, so long after that time, / I keep the spirit of it throbbing still. / The ideas are still the
same, and they expand / to fill vast, antique cubes.”  



As a study in contrast, Joan Tower pairs the ethereal voluminousness of Vast Antique 
Cubes – spacious, blossoming sound scrawling leisurely into lines – with the perpetual 
motion and percussive, aggressive textures of Throbbing Still.  She opens with the 
immensity of Vast Antique Cubes, a work that is very static and Debussyian in its use of 
colors and harmonies.  Layering soft, sustained tones, the rising lines that gradually spin 
out presage material that arrives transformed in Throbbing Still.

[8]

Transitioning without pause to Throbbing Still, the final notes of Vast Antique Cubes 
plunge headlong into the moment, sparks flying off.  The second gesture (at :19) is the 
revelation of the melodic line that will ribbon its way throughout the texture of the entire 
work, in various guises.

Tower applies “[keeping] the spirit of it throbbing still” to her own childhood, a decade 
of it spent growing up in Bolivia, and says that the Incan rhythms of her youth “throb 
still” in her musical compositions.  “Still” functions in two opposing meanings, indicating
both stasis (the gridlock of the repeating chords) as well as the continued inclusion (or 
intrusion) of these rhythms from the past in the present day.

The piece is defined by aggressive, relentlessly precise martellato sections alternating 
with fast, accelerating cadenza phrases which interrupt and yet simultaneously magnify 
the driving force.  Tower uses ever-shifting meters underneath the inexorable forward 
movement to create a complex layering of momentum, as if several trains on parallel 
tracks took turns speeding ahead to reveal the slightly different tempo or rhythmic speed 
of the train just behind it.  Kaleidoscopic rhythms brutally snap together with precision 
and ferocity, then diverge again.  The almost Lisztian ending – rudely self-interrupting 
with hammered chords – consumes itself with a final brilliant burst of light.

[9]

The improbable two-and-a-half-minute ice dance of Adina Izarra's Cónclave never 
relinquishes its lethal grip, maintaining its mystery just beyond the outskirts of human 
emotional comprehension.  The highest notes in the texture accent an ever-shifting salsa 
rhythm.  The melody occurs in the middle of the overall texture – an alto voice – and is 
sometimes supported by rising chord progressions typical of the salsa genre.  However, 
the cumulative effect of that melodic voice surrounded on all sides by ricocheting accent 
patterns, sudden shifts in dynamics, and occasional dramatically drawn-out pauses – is 
one of mystery and mercurial presence, passion and seduction laced with fury, all on tip-
toes.  

About Cónclave, Adina Izarra writes, “I just wanted to point out that ‘Conclave’ is a pun:
‘con – clavé’ (‘with clavé,’ the rhythmic pattern which is the basic structuring rhythm of 
salsa, and of course this rhythmic pattern is often played by the percussion instrument 
claves) and ‘conclave’ (a closed organization).”



[10]

Full of playfulness and energy, Tania Léon’s Tumbáo is engaged in a deadly serious  
brand of humorous vitality.  The sound of clavés present the fundamental salsa rhythm,  
over which additional rhythmic phrases  proceed in a modular construction style.  Léon 
orders and rearranges material over the course of the piece, introducing new rhythmic 
phrases all the while and weaving them into the mix. In addition to clavés, other 
instruments are audible in the texture, including finger cymbals, plucked bass, and 
xylophone.  The piece rises in an ongoing crescendo and ends as the emotional joy of the 
dance overflows its container into exuberant chord clusters and transcendent crashes.

[11]

Villa-Lobos's Rudepoêma (“Savage Poem”) is the centerpiece of the “Savagery & 
Sophistication” CD.  Composed on an astronomic scale, this work of panoramic vision 
comprises every overlapping shade of savagery and sophistication.  Villa-Lobos 
dedicated this 41-page work to Arthur Rubinstein, and it is critically recognized as Villa-
Lobos's solo piano masterpiece.

Two major thematic elements weave through the entire nearly-20-minute work.  The very
first thing encountered in the piece is the 4-note motif, first appearing in the bass.  This 
“crude” 4-note element, deceptively simple, will come back again and again in the next 
forty pages of music, appearing in all the layered voices of the music, in many iterations 
ranging from the most blunt octaves to the most sophisticated stretto passages.  The 4-
note motif is also the foundation for the second major element of the work, the folk 
melody that Villa-Lobos first presents in its full form a little more than one minute into 
the piece, arriving as a declamatory soprano melody.  This central melody is itself 
derived from the crude 4-note motif, using only four neighboring tones to define its 
contour.  The piece passes through many landscapes, many styles, many moods, never 
lingering too long in any one terrain, yet the varying presences of these two key elements 
unify the work.

Of the diverse landscapes of the work, we hear long luxurious melodies in the middle of 
the keyboard surrounded by an earthy bass beneath and ethereal cosmic dust above.  The 
piece snaps into the crisp rhythm of marches, which sometimes sour with a dark sarcasm 
verging on cruelty.  We hear regimented sound broken by wild and fleeting cadenzas.  
Urgent, insistent chords, wind chimes, cross-rhythms, hanging moss, the cyclonic wings 
of swarming bees, clawing.  The mood is mercurial: now prickly and technological, 
secretarial and industrial, militaristic, dictatorial, suave and seductive, heartfelt, wild with
fury.  

Sections of the work sound simultaneously primordial and post-apocalyptic – it's difficult
to know if you're hearing the first or last bird of paradise, if the metallic glint is a new 
stone uncovered or a piece of buried helmet gleaming from the earth.  Any singular voice
appears in a conflicting landscape of voices, in relationship to at least one other voice in 



the texture.  In the piece's inclusiveness and layeredness, Villa-Lobos actively explores 
and preserves the calamitous (and particularly Brazilian) tension between the political 
and the ecological, and of the vast scale of both of those realms compared to the scale of 
the individual, minuscule and profoundly fragile by comparison.

Three major arrivals of the piece include the jungle landscape, the song at the heart of the
world, and the apocalyptic tilting of the continent (all of these landmark “titles” are my 
own).  The jungle landscape appears just after the five-minute mark.  Villa-Lobos creates 
a mesmerizing pulse of humid, blurry sound as the backdrop, piercing the saturated air 
with a melody made from bird calls.  From the gigantic mossy roots up through the 
canopy's tree crowns, we hear the dripping majesty, mystery, and density of the jungle.

The song at the heart of the world emerges at the halfway point of the piece (~9 minutes 
in), and just after something cracks open in the landscape – the tectonic plates shift, 
allowing the most essential, emotional distillation of the melodic material to escape from 
the center of the earth in an unfiltered form, however fleetingly.  The fragility of this 
single melody should be seen in retrospect against the backdrop of the cataclysmic finale,
which starts to build at around 16'35.  After an unsettling silence, the seas froth into a boil
and the massive continent tilts into the Atlantic, capsizing at an unimaginable scale.  The 
four-note motif is the toll of the apocalypse, and the piece ends with four fist-strokes and 
the reverberation of total collapse.

[12]

Cindy Cox takes the title of her piece “The blackbird whistling / Or just after” (2001) 
from the famous Wallace Stevens poem, “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird.”  
The fifth section of that poem reads, “I do not know which to prefer, / The beauty of 
inflections / Or the beauty of innuendoes, / The blackbird whistling / Or just after.”  To 
work with both inflection and innuendo on the piano, Cindy Cox uses the much-neglected
middle pedal of the instrument, the sostenuto.  At the beginning of the piece, the 
performer is asked to silently depress the lowest 15 notes on the keyboard and catch those
notes in the sostenuto, which is then held for the entire duration of the piece (about 5 
minutes).  In other words, the dampers are lifted off of those 15 bass strings and the 
strings themselves are open and free to vibrate for the whole piece, resonating with all the
other sounds produced on the instrument during that time.  The effect is that every note 
played during the piece has an aura of sound around it, the sympathetic vibrations coming
off the bass strings. When the performer stops playing for the occasional fermatas, the 
overtones that have gathered on the bass strings continue to sound.  Thus we have “the 
blackbird whistling” (the played notes) and “just after” (the aura of sound around each 
note, and the lingering afterimage of all the notes before).

 – Oni Buchanan, April 2014 


